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Next Run No: 1915
Date: 1oth April 2017
Start: Norsworthy Bridge
On Down: The Burrator lnn, Dousland - HANDOVER HASH - Free Chips.....
Hares: Naughty Boy

It was the first light hash of the year. I didn't turn on my light until 20 05 - roll on the long

barmy evenings. This was a good start with more hashers turning up now that they can
see the dusi and have less chance of being left lost on the moor somewhere. Some of the
hash walkers are even threatening to start walking soon (i.e. outside - instead of just

walking into the pub).

The 4 hares (yes four) laid a sneaky and clever route. My favourite section was the stream

edge where I saw Chopper get both feet completely stuck in the mud As a conscienlious
hasher, I laughed and left him to extricate himself alone. lt was good to see the relurn of
Adrian Taylor (Dobby), a visit from Squits and a new (to TVH3) hasher Lily (Mudsucker) -
although she did a good job of looking like one oJ those frosted Emperor Penguins on the

wildlife programs.

Later, at the Whitchurch lnn, Biff sported a moustache and we sang to everyone who had

had a birthday or anniversary over the last year (or so it seemed) Dogcatcher led a horn

symphony. I had to mime as t couldn't gel a sound out of my horn. Footloose is fairly

talented at horn playing and so she looked upon me with sympathy as she tooted away

Cannon Fodder was victorious having won at bingo earlier in the week. He has spent his

winnings on tickets to Lotto and Euromillions in the belief that all godd things come in

threes.

This week it is committee handover time. Thanks on behalf of the hash to Queen Biff and

her outgoing commiltee for all their hard work over the year keeping the hash running

smoothly.

On On

Mayhem
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